
4Q 2017 Earnings Results 

This material is produced based on IFRS and assumptions and statements made could be different from actual results. 
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 Financial Status  Financial Ratios 
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Revenue decrease QoQ due to seasonality  

Revenue of automotive camera modules increased 

- Camera module supply decreased due to  

    strategic customer’s inventory adjustment   

- Sale decline on weak demand to Chinese customers’ flagship   

- Increased supply by actively responding to customer needs 

Growth in smartphone & automotive high-end cameras   

 - Growth in demand for new feature dual cameras   

    →  Greater sales by increase supply to major customers’  

           flagship and dual cameras adoption in mass smartphones   

 - Strong growth in automotive cameras for ADAS and        

   autonomous driving  

    →  Differentiated products through deployment of  
           technology acquired for mobile applications  
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 - MLCC demand driven by higher end-device specifications to 
support AI and VR    

    →  Develop differentiated new products for IT applications  and    

          improve profitability with better high-end MLCC 

 - Strong growth in auto · industrial applications driven by 
autonomous driving,  EV and industrial devices      

    →  Strengthen high temperature / voltage product line-up 

 - Demand increase for small · high-efficiency components 

Increased revenue from IT high-end MLCC     

Sales increase for industrial · auto high reliability products 

Increase in demand from IT, industrial · auto applications         

- Improved product mix with small · high capacitance MLCCs 

- Increased sales to network equipment, server & global automotive Tier-1  

 Q417 Results  
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- RFPCB demand growth with more OLED adopted  

- More demand for main boards using micro circuit technology (SLP) 

- Expand substrate for new applications such as auto, 5G     

Supply of substrate decrease due to seasonality  

- Revenue for mobile AP decreases but supply for  

   memory chips increase  

Revenue growth from RFPCB for displays 
- Revenue growth from increased demand for RFPCB  

   for OLED from overseas customer 

 Q417 Results  

 '18 Market and Business Outlook  

Demand  increase driven by high-end circuit boards growth 

■ 

■ 

■ 

▶ Strengthen R&D and manufacturing competitiveness  

      to meet market demand 





 

  




